Teaching students strategies and supporting them is
an essential piece of resilience. At Rosemont Elementary students learn to use the “Thinking Corner”
to build resilience and problem solving skills. Principal Kathy Speirs “lives” next door to the thinking corner and reports high usage and success as students
come to talk and work out solutions together.
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Our schools provide many opportunities for
students to learn more about themselves
and to be supported appropriately as they
take on challenges and to develop as strong
individuals within a social setting.

Principal Sandy Ewankiw,
Salmo Elementary, stops
to share a game in the
library with a child.
Resilience builds in students when
they recognize their challenges and
best ways of learning. In Barb
Hargreaves’ class at Wildflower, she
works with parents to create a learner
profile for each of her students and
focuses her work each child according
to their profile.

Teacher Robyn Simard shares the ‘brain gym’
routine her class has created during a recent ‘Read
by Grade 3’ training session, emphasizing the brain/
body connection and the importance of movement in
learning.

The school goal at Winlaw Elementary is attachment. The school staff is using specific strategies to
teach students to build attachment:
 all interactions between people involve gathering
their eyes, sharing a smile, and a greeting..
 Parent greetings with staff are done in the presence of children. Students need to see they are
being ‘handed on’ to someone their parent
knows and trusts.
 Twice each month the students are involved in
mulit-aging activities to strengthen or build community.
 Twice each week ‘buddy’ classes meet for activities to encourage friendships and provide leadership opportunities for older students.

Mary Husband, Erickson Elementary
teacher, shares her
passion for art and
enjoys the fun of
creation with her
students.

Principal Kathy Speirs,
Rosemont Elementary,
shares a valentine and a
smile as students
celebrate a day of caring
on Valentines’ Day!
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Student ownership
over learning is clear
in the resident Scientist program at
Redfish. Grade 1-2
students work with
their parents and
their teacher, Mrs.
McDermott, to learn
and present the ‘big
ideas’ of the Science
curriculum.

Our students develop resilience through the many opportunities provided for exploration at our schools . . . .

It is ‘Destination Imagination’ time and
students across the
District are working
with parent and
teacher coaches to
build, write and create solutions to four
different problems!
Pictured here is a
team from Redfish.
Erickson students actively explore arts,
culture, music and science!
LV Rogers has a school
growth plan which centers
on resilience. School
attendance is a recent focus of the teachers. Principal Tim Hutteman reports that in looking at the
stories of the students behind the absences, the
staff discovered that many
attendance issues were
caused by anxiety and
other personal challenges.
Teachers discovered that,
what is working well to increase attendance was
the relationships of caring
teachers and support staff
who wrap around vulnerable students with personal interaction and intentional programs.

A fine sample of work created
in Chris Dergousoff’s LVR
Carpentry/Joinery program.

PCSS
students
engaged in
authentic
learning
Experiences—in Science class
and in the
kitchen!
The snowy outdoor space at
Redfish Elementary makes
for great fun,
exercise, and
social skill development,

Erickson Elementary hosted Adam
Robertson in
an afterschool basketball meet.
Thanks to our
staff and parents who take
the time to
build relationships with our
students
through
sports!

Hume Elementary recently
hosted Shawn Hook for a performance. Shawn is a former
student of School District #8
who has gone on to a successful career in the Music industry.
Shawn shared with the students the challenges and joys
of becoming a musician and put
on a great show!

